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I. Introduction

In Hill v. Hamilton-Wentworth Regional Police Services Board,1 the Supreme Court of

Canada affirmed that the tort of "negligent investigation" exists in Canada/ Chief Justice

McLachlin, for the majority, noted that negligent police conduct is "a significant contributing

factor to wrongful convictions,"3 and argued that a negligence action was necessary to round

out the available remedies for the wrongly accused (previously limited to malicious

prosecution, false imprisonment, and misfeasance in a public office). Given the media and

public support offered to the wrongly convicted in recent years, the decision in Hill will be

generally welcomed. Few would oppose the expansion ofcompensation for those who have

suffered a miscarriage ofjustice. However, the deferential standard adopted by the Court

leaves room for doubt as to the efficacy of the new tort as a remedy for the wrongfully

accused. Although the majority paid lip service to the cause of justice for the wrongly

convicted, it is not clear that Hill will provoke a noticeable change in police practices or

increase the probability of recovery for plaintiffs. Thus, while it is a step forward in the

pursuit ofpolice accountability, it is not the magic solution that society seeks. If anything,

it points to the inadequacy of tort law as a means of addressing wrongs within the justice

system.

II. The Decision

The plaintiff, Mr. Hill, was tried and convicted ofrobbery in the mid-1990s. The evidence

against him consisted primarily of eyewitness identification. Although he was eventually

acquitted on appeal due to errors made by the trial judge, he had spent 20 months in jail. He

sued the police, inter alia, for their alleged negligence in carrying out the investigation

against him. The allegations of negligence included: that the police had published a photo

identifying Hill as a suspect early in the investigation, thereby tainting subsequent eyewitness

investigations; and that the police had failed to thoroughly investigate information suggesting

that other persons might have committed the robberies. Perhaps most egregiously. the police

had conducted a photo lineup using Hill (an Aboriginal Canadian) and 11 Caucasian foils.

Assistant Professor, Faculty of Law. University of Western Ontario. The author would like to lhank

Jason Neyers and an anonymous reviewer for their comments and insight. The author has written a much

shorter case note for the Law Quarterly Review: "Negligent Investigation: The End of Malicious

Prosecution in Canada?" (2(108) 124 Law O. Rev. 205.

2007 SCC 41. |2OO7) 3 S.C.R. 129 \Hill\.

Negligent investigation hud heen accepted as a tort by the Ontario Court of Appeal in BecksteaJ v.

Ottawa (ChiefofPolice) (1997). 37 O.R. (3d)fi2, a case which received surprisingly little notoriety prior

to Hill.

Hill, supra note I at para. 36.
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It is noteworthy that both eyewitness identification procedures and police "tunnel vision"

with respect to a particular suspect have been identified as primary causes of wrongful

conviction.4 Thus, Hill was a textbook case of how negligent police practices can lead to

wrongful conviction, and it is not surprising that the Supreme Court ofCanada was sensitive

to the political timeliness of its decision. What is perhaps surprising is that the Court

ultimately dismissed the plaintiffs claim on the basis that the police had met the standard of

reasonable officers at the time of the investigation. As discussed below, this deferential

standard ofcare may render the new tort useful in only the most obvious cases ofnegligence.

Nevertheless, the majority recognized that blanket immunity for police negligence could no

longer be justified, and was willing, at least, to impose a duty ofcare toward suspects under

investigation.

///// being a novel case, the Court analyzed the duty ofcare based on the revised Aims test

they had set out in Cooper v. Hobart* and revisited in Child* v. Desormeaux.6 The test was

set out in Cooper as follows:

At Ihc first stage of the Amis test, two questions arise: (I) was the harm that occurred the reasonably

foreseeable consequence of the defendant's act? and (2) are there reasons, notwithstanding the proximity

between the parties established in the first part of this lest, that tort liability should not be rccogni/ed here?

The proximity analysis involved at the first stage of the Anns test focuses on factors arising from the

relationship between the plaintiffand the defendant. These factors include questions ofpolicy, in the broad

sense ofthat word. If foreseeability and proximity are established at the first stage, a prima facie duly ofcare

arises. At the second stage of the Aims lest, Ihc question still remains whether there arc residual policy

considerations outside Ihc relationship ol ihc parlies that may negative Ihc imposition ofa duly of care....

[ W|c think it useful expressly to ask, before imposing a new duty ofcare, whether despite foreseeability and

proximity of relationship, there are other policy reasons why the duty should not be imposed.'

Thus, the Anns/Cooper test has two main stages: first, the Court examines the foreseeability

of harm and the proximity between the parties, which may give rise to a prima facie duty of

care; second, the Court looks at residual policy considerations that might negate that prima

facie duty. The Court in Hill followed this framework to determine if police officers owe a

duty ofcare to suspects under investigation.

The so-called "proximity" requirement of the Anns/Cooper test has been notoriously

difficult to describe. For example. Lord Bridge wrote in Caparo Industries Pic. v. Dickman:

[T]he concepts of proximity and fairness ... arc not susceptible of any such precise dctinilion as would be

necessary to give them utility as practical tests, hut amount in effect to little more than convenient labels to

attach to the features ofdifferent specific situations which... the law recognises pragmatically as giving rise

to a duty of care ofa given scope.

See Bruce Mucl-'arlanc, "Convicting the Innocent: A Triple Failure of the Justice System" (2006) 31

Man. L.J. 403, fora helpful summary of international inquiries into wrongful conviction over the past

century. The discussion of eyewitness misidentilication can be found starting at 445.

2001 SCC 79. |200l] 3 S.C.R. 537 [Cooper].

2006 SCC 18. (2006) I S.C.R. 643 [C7w/</v].

Cooper, supra note 5 at para. 30. McLachlin CJ.C. and Major J.

[1990) 2 A.C. 605 at 618 (H.L.).
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Unfortunately, readers hoping for clarification of the nebulous proximity requirement will

be disappointed by the majority's decision in ///'//. The majority stressed two main factors

in its proximity analysis: (1) the interests at stake for the plaintiff ("his freedom, his

reputation and how he may spend a good portion of his life'"'), and (2) whether the

relationship could be described as "personal." With respect to the latter, the majority made

several equivocal statements. For instance:

A sufficiently close and direct connection between the actions of the wrongdoer and the victim may exist

where there is a personal relationship between alleged wrongdoer and victim. However, it inuy also exist

where there is no personal relationship between the victim and wrongdoer.

In the next paragraph, the majority wrote the equally unhelpful, "[w]hile not necessarily

determinative, the presence or absence of a personal relationship is an important factor to

consider in the proximity analysis."" The majority never defined what they meant by the

term "personal," though it seemed important that the suspect had been singled out at that

point in the investigation. They summarily concluded that the "relationship between the

police and a suspect identified for investigation is personal, and is close and direct."'"'

At the second stage of the AnnslCooper analysis, the majority found that the various

policy considerations raised to negate the prima facie duty of care were no more than

speculative. They found that the level of discretion exercised by police was no greater than

that exercised by other professionals, and did not exempt them from judicial scrutiny. In

addition, there was no compelling evidence that the imposition ofa duty ofcare would have

a chilling effect on police investigations, or that it would open the floodgates to claims by

factually guilty parties who were acquitted on so-called technicalities. While McLachlin

C.J.C. admitted that the tort system might not be perfect, and that some factually guilty

parties might recover against police, she found that the potential for abuse was no greater

than for other torts. For example, a plaintiff "who recovers against her doctor for medical

malpractice may, despite having proved illness in court, have in fact been malingering."13

Moreover, McLachlin C.J.C. contended that potential abuses would be largely staved offby

a temperate standard of care. Indeed, such a temperate standard was enough to dismiss the

claims against the police in /////.

The discussion of policy factors under stage two of the Anns/Cooper lest is perhaps the

most satisfying aspect of the majority's decision. Unlike their counterparts in other

Commonwealth jurisdictions, the majority were not persuaded by vague claims about

defensive policing and the need for discretion in police investigations. They reviewed

empirical studies and found that there was no convincing evidence ofa chilling effect, and

they were not prepared to reject the duty of care based on sheer speculation.14 This is

undoubtedly preferable to the English approach to cases of police or prosecutorial

negligence, where defendants' arguments at the policy stage of the duty analysis have been

/////. supra note I at para. 3-4.

Ibid, at para. 29.

Ibid, at para. .10.

Ibid, at para. 33.

Ibid, at para. 63.

Ibid, at para. 57.
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accepted without question. For instance, in Elguzouli-Dafv. Commissioner ofPolice ofthe

Metropolis,^ Steyn L.J. (as he then was) was easily convinced of the trouble that would

ensue if the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) were saddled with a duty ofcare:

In my view, such a duly ofcare would tend to have an inhibiting effect on the discharge by the C.P.S. of its

central function of prosecuting crime. It would in some cases lead lo a defensive approach by prosecutors

to their multifarious duties. It would introduce a risk that prosecutors would act so as to protect themselves

from claims ofnegligence. The C.P.S. would have to spend valuable lime and use scarce resources in order

lo prevent law suits in negligence against the C.P.S. It would generate a great deal ofpaper lo guard against

the risks of law suits. The lime and energy ol'C.P.S. lawyers would be diverted from concentrating on their

prime function of prosecuting offenders. That would be likely to happen not only during the prosecution

process but also when the C.P.S. is sued in negligence by aggrieved defendants. The C.P.S. would be

constantly enmeshed in an avalanche of interlocutory civil proceedings and civil trials.16

Lord Justice Steyn provided no evidence for this conclusion, and assumed that all suspects

who were exonerated would subsequently commence civil proceedings. This assumption

ignores the reality that most suspected criminals lack the financial resources to pursue

lengthy civil litigation against the state, and that most arc probably relieved to be rid of the

justice system once they are found not guilty. While there might be some suspects who abuse

the system (as McLachlin C.J.C. conceded in Hill17), this possibility does not seem to justify

a blanket denial of the duly of care. Further, as again noted by the majority in Hill, any

concerns about the courts second-guessing the exercise ofpolice discretion can be addressed

in terms of the standard of care.18

The Supreme Court's increased skepticism at the second stage of the duty analysis is to

be welcomed. Given the recent trend of the Court to interpret forcseeabilily and proximity

more rcslrictively,1'' it is only fair that the defendant's arguments for negating a duty ofcare

be treated with similar scrutiny. The Court seems to be moving toward a more thorough

analysis of all the aspects of the duty of care. And while there may be disagreement about

the outcome of the analysis, it is comforting to see that the various arguments have been

evaluated, and not merely asserted as fact. Additionally, a more thorough analysis at each

stage ofthe Anns/Cooper test will assist future litigants in identifying the types ofarguments

that can be raised at each stage, as well as the types of evidence necessary to substantiate

those arguments.

[1995)2 W.L.R. I73(C.A.).

Ibid, at 183.

Supra note I at pam. (>3.

Ibid, al para. SO.

See e.g. Cooper, supra note 5; Childs, supra nole 6; Syl Apps Secure Treatment Centre v. B.D., 2007

SCC 38, [2007| 3 S.C.R. 83. See also Jason W. Ncycrs & Una Ciabie, "Canadian tort law since Cooper

v. llobarr. Part I" (2005) 13 Torts L.J. 302; Allen M. Linden & Bruce Feldlhuscn. Canadian Tori Law.

8lh ed. (Markham: LexisNexis 13uttcrworths. 2006) at 294-301; Lewis Klar. Q.C.. "The Tort Liability

ofthe Crown: Back lo Canada v. Saskatchewan Wheat Pool" (2007) 32 Advocates' Q. 293.
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III. Were there Goon Reasons for Police Immunity

for Negligent Investigation?

Unfortunately, not every aspect ofthe majority's decision in Hill is as thorough as it could

be. The majority's reasoning is rather scant in its explanation of why the historical police

immunity for negligent investigation should be lifted. This lack ofexplanation is especially

troubling because the introduction of a negligence action has significantly downgraded the

level of fault required to bring suit against the police for their conduct in a criminal

investigation. Plaintiffs had previously been limited to the torts of false imprisonment,

malicious prosecution, and misfeasance in a public office, all of which entail a finding that

the police have abused their powers in some way. However, McLachlin C.J.C. commented

that these existing tort remedies "do not provide an adequate remedy for negligent acts," and

that "an important category of police conduct... will go unremedied if a duty of care is not

recognized."20 She therefore concluded, without further comment, that the tort of negligent

investigation was necessary "to complete the arsenal of already existing common law and

statutory remedies."21

Conspicuously absent from McLachlin C.J.C.'s decision is an analysis ofwhy a suspect's

potential claims were previously limited to false imprisonment and malicious prosecution.

The pursuit ofcriminal justice has typically been seen as ofsuch high importance that those

engaged in investigations were granted the latitude to make mistakes." I n order to encourage

them to conduct investigations thoroughly, leaving no line of inquiry unexamined, police

were granted immunity in negligence in the event that their suspicions were erroneous. As

Lord Bridge argued in Calveley v. ChiefConstable ofthe Merseyskle Police,

all other considerations apart, it would plainly he contrary to public policy, in my opinion, to prejudice the

fearless and efficient discharge by police officers oftheir vitally important public duty ol investigating crime

by requiring them to act under the shadow ofa potential action for damages for negligence by the suspect.23

It is a reality ofcriminal investigation that some suspects turn out to be innocent. Sometimes

this is discovered at the preliminary stages of investigation, but other times it is not

discovered until after charges have been laid or even after the suspect has been acquitted.

Historically, all ofthis was seen as the justice system at work: a suspect's exoneration at trial

or on appeal meant that the judicial system was doing its job.24

Accordingly, there had been a deliberate limitation of liability to circumstances where the

defendant had acted for an improper purpose: malicious prosecution requires the plaintiff to

prove that the defendant acted without reasonable and probable cause and with a purpose

other than carrying the law into effect.25 Thus, the Supreme Court ofCanada stated in Nelles

w /////. supra note I at para. 35.

■'' Ibid

Sec Calvelev v. Chief'Constable ofthe Altrseysiile Police, | I989] A.C. 1228 (I I.I..).

21 Ibid, at 1238.

;' See ibid., where Lord Bridge reasoned that such an exonerated suspect has not suffered any loss that is

compcnsable in Ion.

" John G. Fleming, The /.an- of Tons. 5lh ed. (Sydney: Law Hook. 1977) at 598. as adopted by the

Supreme Court of Canada in Nelles. infra note 26.
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v. Ontario21' that a plaintiff bringing such a claim "has no easy task."27 The Court in Nelles

stressed the "hedging devices" inherent in malicious prosecution which serve, in the words

of John G. Fleming, "to deter this kind of litigation and protect private citizens who

discharge their public duty of prosecuting those reasonably suspected of crime."2"

Apparently, at the time of Nelles, the Court saw a need to restrict liability to cases where

there was some subjective blameworthiness.

Yet, in //;'//. this limitation on liability was viewed as a denial ofjustice. The claim for

negligent investigation was considered necessary to complete the set of remedies available

to suspects. It can reasonably be assumed, however, that the negligence claim will not simply

ill! a gap in the law, but will effectively supplant the existing tort actions. Given the

difficulties that accompany actions for malicious prosecution, particularly the requirement

ofproving the absence of reasonable and probable cause, a plaintiffwould be ill-advised to

plead that tort rather than negligence. By claiming in negligence, the plaintiff would be

relieved of proving the troublesome mental aspects of malicious prosecution. We can

therefore expect malicious prosecution to fade in importance in Canada, at least in claims

involving the police. Like so many other areas of tort law, actions against police in the

investigatory process will presumably be overtaken by the staggering march ofnegligence.2'

This development was perhaps inevitable in light of Oniel v. Toronto (Metropolitan)

Police Force,'" a malicious prosecution action in which the Ontario Court ofAppeal found

that malice could be inferred from a lack of reasonable and probable cause. If there were no

objective grounds on which to conclude that the plaintiffwas guilty, then (it was argued) the

police must necessarily have brought the charges against him for some improper purpose.

Essentially. Oniel subsumed the subjective element of malice within the objective test of

reasonable and probable cause, and thereby moved malicious prosecution closer to the

objective fault standard in negligence. Hill has simply completed the transition to negligent

investigation, and to its credit, maintains a greater degree oftransparency about the change

in the basis of liability. Rather than distorting the mental elements of malicious prosecution

such that they cease to require subjective blameworthiness. Hill has reoriented the fault

requirement around the objective standards of negligence law.

This development also reflects the changing nature of criminal investigations. Many of

the "hedging devices" in the tort ofmalicious prosecution were initially established to protect

citizens involved in private prosecution. At a lime when the system relied on private citizens

to prosecute alleged criminals, it was necessary to protect them from liability if the

prosecution turned out to be unsuccessful. Perhaps now, with private prosecutions being all

but obsolete, the need for such restrictions on liability is diminished. Paid law enforcement

officers do not require an incentive to investigate crime, and it is difficult to justify their

immunity from suit when their conduct falls below the standard of reasonable officers and

a plaintiff is wrongly accused as a result.

|1<)X9|2S.C.R. 170|,\Wfcv|-

//>/</. al 194, Lamer J.

I'leming. supra note 25 at 606.

Sec Tony Weir, "The Sniggering Mareh ofNegligenee" in Peler Cane & Jane Slaplcton. eds.. The Law

ofObligations: Essays in Celebration ofJohn Fleming (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998) 97.

(200(1). 195 D.L.R. (4lh) 59 (Onl. C.A.) [Oniel].
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It remains to be seen whether negligent investigation will be limited to actions against the

police, or whether it will extend to Crown prosecutors as well. In Nelles, the Supreme Court

ofCanada found that Crown prosecutors could be sued for malicious prosecution; however,

the Court was careful to stress that this did not affect their immunity for "error in judgment

or discretion or even professional negligence."51 While barristers" immunity has recently

been eroded throughout the Commonwealth,'-1 it is not clear that the trend extends to criminal

prosecutors.11 It may well be that the degree ofdiscretion exercised by prosecutors, combined

with their duties to the Crown, will protect them from negligence liability for the good faith

exercise of their prosecutorial functions.

IV. The Range of Duties Owed by Police

In recognizing a duty ofcare toward suspects. Hill has added another layer to the duties

owed by police. As discussed below, Canadian police already owe a private law duty ofcare

to potential victims of crime in some circumstances. In addition, they owe a general duty to

the public to prevent crime and bring charges against suspected criminals. The majority in

/////did not fully explore the implications of introducing a private law duty of care toward

suspects: in particular, whether this new duty would conflict with the existing public and

private duties owed by police, and if so, which duty should take precedence.

A. Private Law Duties Owed by Police

to Potential Victims of Crime

The Canadian courts are already somewhat unique in the Commonwealth in imposing a

duty of care toward potential victims of crime. In June Doe v. Toronto (Metropolitan)

Commissioners ofPolice?* the police were found to owe a duty ofcare to a woman attacked

by a serial rapist. Because all of the attacks had occurred in a small geographical area, and

the victims had all occupied second- or third-floor apartments with accessible balconies.

MacFarland J. concluded that the police owed a duty to warn or protect women in the area

from a potential attack.

This is in sharp contrast to the English position, where courts have declined to impose a

duty of care toward victims of crime. In ///// v. Chief Constable of West Yorkshire* the

I louse of Lords denied a claim on behalfofthe last woman killed by the so-called Yorkshire

Ripper. It had been argued that, had the police not been negligent in their investigation, the

serial killer would have been captured earlier and would not have killed Ms. Hill. The House

of Lords based its decision, in part, on a lack ofproximity. Lord Keith noted that the plaintiff

"was one of a vast number of the female general public who might he at risk from [the

killer's] activities but was at no special distinctive risk in relation to them."'6 The potential

Xelles. sti/mi nole 26 at 199. Lamer J.

ArthurJ.S. I/all ami Co. \: Simmix. [2000) 3 W.L.R. 543 (I I.I..); Chamberlains v. Lai, [2006| NZSC 7(1.

The Canadian courts have previously found dial Crown prosecutors arc immune in negligence: German

v. Major (I9K5), 62 A.R. 2 (C.A.); Miniro v. Canada (199.1), 16 O.R. (.Id) 564 (Gen. Div. (Div. Cl.)).

(1998). 39 O.R. (3d) 487 (Ct. J. (Gen. Div.)) [Jane Doe].

[1989] A.C. 53 (ILL.) [ll'esl Yorkshire). Sec also Brooks v. Commissioner ofPolice ofthe Metropolis.

[2005) UKHL 24; Smith v. ChiefConstable ofSussex I'oluv. [2008| UK1II. 50.

West Yorkshire, ibid, al 62.
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class of victims was too large and undetermined to place Hill in a legally proximate

relationship with the police.

The English courts have also denied claims in cases where a criminal has identified a

particular target. Most notoriously, in Osman v. Ferguson" the plaintiff's schoolteacher had

threatened him and his family, and the police were aware of his harmful intentions. The

teacher ultimately injured the plaintiff and killed the plaintiffs father, but the Court of

Appeal, relying on West Yorkshire, rejected his claim against the police. While both the

offender and the victim(s) were identifiable in Osman, such that there was much greater

proximity, the duty of care was rejected on policy grounds.

Among the policy reasons cited by the English courts for denying a duty of care in the

above cases was that it might conflict with the duties police owe to the general public. As

Lord Templeman argued in West Yorkshire, the police must exercise discretion in prioritizing

their investigations. Ifpolice are found to owe a duty to potential victims, their priorities will

always be under scrutiny: "[i]f the policeman concentrates on one crime, he may be accused

of neglecting others. If the policeman does not arrest on suspicion a suspect with previous

convictions, the police force may be held liable for subsequent crimes."*8 Thus, the English

courts have concluded that, because police owe duties to the general public, and have

discretion about prioritizing and carrying out investigations, they do not owe a private law

duty ofcare to any particular victim ifa perpetrator is not apprehended or charged in a timely

fashion.

B. Private Law Duties Owed by Police

to Potential Suspects

For reasons similar to those discussed above, most Commonwealth courts have found that

police do not owe a duty ofcare to those suspected ofcrime. In Cran v. State ofNew South

Wales,3*1 the Court negated such a duty on policy grounds, even though the plaintiff in that

case was clearly vulnerable to police negligence and there was no apparent conflict with

public duties. The plaintiffwas in custody and could have been released ifthe authorities had

properly filled out the forms to expedite an analysis ofa substance they thought to be LSD.

but which turned out to be paper stickers. Yet, Santow J. reasoned:

liven ministerial liisks involve decisions as to priorities in the deployment ofresources.... ll'lhc Police were

lor Tear ofcivil action to employ additional resources to check thai forms were properly filled out... (hat may

well involve an allocation of resources away from active police enforcement to administration.

Accordingly, even in cases where the duty to suspects seems consistent with the general

public interest, the Commonwealth courts have rejected a duty of care based on conflicts

inherent in resource allocation.

[l<»3] 4 All U.R. 344 (C.A.) [Omiiwi].

ll'est Yorkshire, supra note 35 at 65.

[2004] NSWCA 92, 62 N.S.W.L.R. 95.

/bid. at para. 48.
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C. The Potential for Conflicting Dutiks

The issue ofconflicting private and public duties has, therefore, been heavily stressed by

the Commonwealth courts when examining allegations ofpolice negligence. In contrast, the

majority in Hill engaged in a rather cursory analysis of the potentially conflicting duties

owed by police to suspects, victims, and the general public. With respect to victims, the

majority sidestepped any potential conflict by casting indirect doubt on the validity of.Jane

Dot',41 and by stating that an analysis of the duty owed to victims would have to wait for

another case. With respect to public duties, the majority reasoned that a police officer's duty

to investigate crime is already constrained by various factors, including the Criminal Code*2

and the Canadian Charier ofRights and Freedoms." ChiefJustice McLachlin also denied

that there was a conflict between the public interest and the interests ofa potential suspect:

"[ilndeed. the suspect is a member of the public. As such, the suspect shares the public's

interest in diligent investigation in accordance with the law."44

While this statement may be technically true, it is surely disingenuous to suggest that there

is no conflict between the public interest and the interests ofa potential suspect, especially

if we keep in mind that some potential suspects are, in fact, guilty. Guilty suspects would

probably prefer for the police to not be diligent in their investigation of crime, as this

decreases the likelihood of their arrest and conviction. Moreover, even in a diligent

investigation, it is inevitable that innocent suspects will sometimes be investigated. Even if

no charges are brought against them, these innocent suspects will suffer some psychological

stress, damage to reputation, and even financial loss as a result ofthe investigation. This was

recognized by Charron J., who wrote for the dissenters in Hill:

[li]vcn in those eases where I Ik- innocent suspect is exonerated us a result ol'lhc investigation, he or she will

inevitably have suffered sonic harm as a result of the process that led to his exoneration: her reputation may

be tarnished, or she may have suffered economic loss. Th is is why I say that all suspects, whether they hav e

in fact committed the offence or not. stand to lose from being targeted by the police. It is always in the

suspect's personal interest to be left alone by the stale. '

Indeed, it would seem an unusually noble person who welcomes being targeted by a criminal

investigation for the sake of the public interest. The dissenters were undoubtedly correct in

describing the majority's view as naive.4'' The interests ofthe public and an innocent suspect

are not synonymous.

The potential conflicts between the duties owed to suspects and to victims of crime are

perhaps even more acute. Again, the dissent provided a much more thorough analysis ofthis

issue than the majority. Justice Charron disagreed with the Ontario Court of Appeal's

Chief Justice McLachlin stressed that Jane Due was merely a lower court decision and was "of little

assistance in the case at bar" (/////. supra note 1 at para. 27).

R.S.C. IMS. e. C-4().

Part I of the Cmislilulion Act. IM2 being Schedule I) to the Canada Act 19HJ (U.K.). l'>82. c.l I

[Charter].

Hill, supra note 1 at para. 41.

Ibid at para. 132 [emphasis in original|.

Ibid.
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assertion that there was a general duty ofcare owed by police to victims ofcrime;"4' however,

she seemed prepared to accept that, where a particular victim or group of victims is at a

specific risk of harm, the police may have a duty to protect those victims or at least inform

them ofthe potential danger so that they can protect themselves.4" Accepting this narrowly-

defined duty, Charron J. went on to explain a "crucial distinction" between victims and

suspects in terms of the duty ofcare: while "the public interest in having police officers

investigate crime for the purpose ofapprehending offenders and a potential victim's interest

in being protected from the offenders are generally reconcilable," the duty "to investigate

crime and apprehend offenders is diametrically opposed to the interests of the person under

investigation."4'' This suggests that, if any private law duty is to be imposed on the police,

it should be toward targeted victims of crime, rather than toward suspects.

Nevertheless, as a result of the majority's decision in Hill, police now owe a duty ofcare

to both potential victims and suspects.5" Intuitively, one would think that there is a real

tension between these two duties of care, as they represent two constituencies with

competing interests in the criminal justice system. Domestic abuse cases provide a simple

illustration ofthis tension. As indicated, the dissent in /////was prepared to accept that police

owe a duty ofcare to an identifiable victim who is clearly at risk. A woman who has reported

domestic abuse is clearly identifiable, as is her abuser. Moreover, there is a significant risk

of recurrence. Thus, there seems to be sufficient proximity to find a duty ofcare." Further,

there are some jurisdictions in which the police are required, as a matter of official policy,

to take some action against the alleged abuser." Such policies were primarily recommended

to counter the historical tendency of police to discount claims of domestic abuse.53

However, now that police have been found to owe a duty ofcare to suspects, such policies

will need to be reconsidered. A man who is unjustly accused of domestic abuse may be

subject to psychological stress, stigma, and disruption ofemployment and family life. It may

be considered institutionally negligent to arrest suspected abusers based on nothing more

than a partner's complaint.54 Thus, police could be caught between their duty to protect

abused women and their duty to diligently investigate before taking steps against a suspect.

If police take no action, they risk being sued by the woman if the abuse continues.

///// v. Ilamilum-Wenlworlh Regional Police Service* Hoard (2005), 76 O.K. (.Id) 481.

Hill, supra note I ill para. 130.

Ibid ill para. 131.

Assuming, of course, ihc continued viability ofJane Doe. supra note 34.

In B.M. v. British Columbia (AC), 2004 UCCA 402. [2004] 10 W.W.R. 286, Ihc Court acknowledged

that police mighl owe a duly of care to a victim of domestic abuse. The plaintiff sued police after her

estranged husband, a known violent offender, broke into her home and shot her friend to death. Her

claim was successful at trial, but dismissed by the Court ofAppeal on the issue ofcausation. The Court

reasoned that, human behaviour being unpredictable, it was not established that the attack could have

been prevented by the police.

For critical reviews of such policies, see Linda (i. Mills, "Mandatory Arrest and Prosecution Policies

for Domestic Violence: A Critical Literature Review and the Case for More Research to Test Victim

Kmpowermenl Approaches" (1998) 25 Criminal Justice and Behavior 306; Carolyn Hoyle & Andrew

Sanders, "Police Response lo Domestic Violence: From Victim Choice lo Victim Empowerment?"

(2000) 40 Brit. J.Crim. 14.

Ibid.

See e.g. Jensen v. Stemmer. 2007 MBCA 42 (2007), 282 D.L.R. (4th) 340. where it was unsuccessfully

argued thai a "zero tolerance" policy for domestic violence could give rise lo punitive damages in a

claim for wrongful imprisonment.
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Conversely, if police take action too quickly, they may be sued if the man faces charges that

are later dropped. Granted, the courts will likely show deference to police in terms of the

standard of care applied in these situations. The potential for conflict between the duties to

victims and to suspects is. nevertheless, present, and should at least have been acknowledged

by the majority in Hill.

In addition, numerous police forces operate under budget and/or personnel shortages,

which are exacerbated by an increasing amount of paperwork." The reality of resource

Some suspects may not be apprehended as soon as they could be. Others are apprehended

when the evidence against them is less than conclusive. The system is not ideal for victims,

suspects, police, or the general public.

All this is to say that the issue of conflicting duties is not as cut and dry as the majority

in Hill made it out to be, and deserved a more thorough analysis. It will probably not be long

before a case emerges where the duties ofcare owed to suspects and victims come into direct

conflict, and the court will need to decide how to reconcile police duties. It would therefore

have been helpful for the majority in /■//// to more methodically explore the potentially

conflicting duties, rather than baldly state that the conflict is "doubtful" or "tenuous."5"

It is another question, however, whether the potential for conflicting duties should render

police immune from negligent investigation. Police arc not the only professionals who are

required to balance competing interests and make discretionary decisions. In the modern

health care system, physicians are often required to prioritize patients and make judgment

calls about the appropriate use ofscarce resources. But this does not lead to immunity if (heir

actions fall below the standard ofa reasonable physician in the circumstances.57 Thus, as long

as the courts maintain a deferential stance in terms ofthe standard ofcare, there is no reason

for police to fear that their discretion will be constantly second-guessed. Police will

effectively, through the "reasonable officer" standard, set their own standard of conduct.

Further, in light of increased awareness of the risk of wrongful conviction, it is difficult to

justify the continued immunity of police in negligence.

V. The Utility ov Negligent Investigation

as a Remedy for the Wrongly Convicted

Underlying the majority's decision in Hill is a desire to obtain justice for the wrongly

convicted. ChiefJustice McLachlin made reference to the recent judicial inquiries into high-

See Charlie Gillis. "The Mounties give up" Maclean '.v (1 February 2(M)(»). online: Macleans.ca <http://

wtttt.inacleans.ca/articlc.jsp?contenl=20060l3012O538_120538&souree srcli>:"Mounlicshortage

prompls Manitoba RCMP U> boost recruiting" CBC .Vi'ir.v (30 August 2IH)(>). online: CIJC News

<hllp://«\vw.cbc.ca/netts/slory/20(Ki/08/30/rcnip-rceniil.html •; "Rural Sask. leaders worried about

Mounlic shortage" CBC Sews (15 February' 2008). online: CUC News • hltp:'/\v\v\v.cbc.ca/canada.'

saskalchewan/story/2<>OX/02/15/rcmp-rural.html>.

/////, supra note 1 at paras. 40-41.

See e.g. Jinks v. Cu/vAn'// (1987), 3 A.C.W.S. (3d) 357 (Ont. II. C"t. J.). atl'd in part (I989| O.J. No.

1492 (C.A.) <QL); Law Estate v. Simicei 1994). 47 A.C.W.S. (3d) 1206 (H.C.S.C): Bowman v. Doiron

(1993), 141 N.B.R.(2d)321 (C.A.).
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profile wrongful convictions5* and was eager to fill the gap in the existing range of tort

remedies. This eagerness is not surprising, given the general public sympathy toward the

wrongly convicted. The majority was, no doubt, aware that the issue is politically sensitive,

and presumably recognized that a finding of blanket immunity for the police would not be

well-received. Moreover, given the racial undertones of the police conduct in /////, and the

fact that Aboriginal Canadians are incarcerated at a disproportionate rate,5'' the majority's

decision on the duty ofcare was quite predictable.

What was more surprising about the majority's decision, however, was the deferential

stance it adopted with respect to the standard of care. Chief Justice McLachlin adopted a

standard of "the reasonable police officer in like circumstances," and found that it should

reflect "the realities of police work."60 Among other things, the standard of care should

reflect that, at the early stages of investigation, police may be required to act on "little more

than hearsay, suspicion and a hunch.'*1 ChiefJustice McLachlin summarized:

The standard... is that ofa reasonable officer, judged in the circumstances prevailing at the time the decision

was made — circumstances that may include urgency and defieieneicsof information. The law ofnegligence

docs not require perfection of professionals; nor docs it guarantee desired results. Rather, it accepts that

police officers, like other professionals, may make minor errors or errors in judgment which cause

unfortunate results, without breaching the standard of care.6"

This standard is eminently sensible. The courts cannot, with the benefit ofhindsight and the

time necessary to reach an optimal course ofaction, judge the conduct of police, who do not

always have such luxury. It is appropriate to offer some deference to police discretion in the

heat of an investigation.

The application of the standard of care in /■//// was relatively generous to the defendants.

The majority prefaced its analysis with the statement that police practices have improved

since the investigation occurred in 1995, and that the defendants' conduct should be judged

by the standards prevailing at that time.63 With respect to the photo lineup (which was

comprised ofHill and 11 Caucasian foils), the majority accepted the trial judge's finding that

there were no rules regarding lineups in 1995. While a modern day police officer would

likely use foils ofthe same race as the suspect, the defendants' conduct was not unreasonable

in its day.w This conclusion will sit uneasily with some observers: it seems almost a matter

of common sense that the foils in a photo lineup should be the same race as the suspect.

Nevertheless, some of the foils had similar skin tones and facial features to Hill, so his race

did not make him obviously stand out. On the facts, the trial judge and the majorities ofthe

5S /////. supra note I at para. 186.

■*" See Canadian Criminal Justice Association. Aboriginal Peoples ami the Criminal Justice System

(Ollaua: Canadian Criminal Justice Association, 21100); Jodi-Anne Hr/o/owski, Andrea Taylor-Units

& Sara Johnson, "Victimization and offending among the Aboriginal population in Canada" (2006) 26:3

Jurislat I.

"" Hill, supra note I at paras. 67-68.

"' Ibid, at para. 68.

": Ibid, at para. 73 | footnotes omitted].

05 Ibid, at para. 77.

M Ibid, at para. 80.
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Court of Appeal and Supreme Court all concluded that the racial composition of the lineup

did not result in unfairness.

The other main allegation ofnegligence in /////was that police downplayed evidence that

another perpetrator might be responsible for the crimes. They arrested and charged Hill even

though they had tips implicating two other men, and then proceeded with the case against

him even though the robberies continued while he was in custody. Although another suspect

was identified and charged with some of the robberies, the detective in charge did not seek

to delay Hill's trial to permit further investigation. Chief Justice McLachlin conceded,

[h]ad Detective Lol't conducted further investigation, it is likely the case against Hill would have collapsed.

Had he re-interviewed the eyewitnesses, for example, and shown them |the other suspect's] photo, it is

probable that matters would have turned out otherwise: when the w itnesscs w ere eventually show n the photo

of (the other suspect], they recanted their identification of Hill as the robber.''5

To the average lay reader, it may seem negligent to proceed with a trial against an accused

in the face of evidence that someone else might be responsible. At least, it would seem

prudent to confront the eyewitnesses with the other suspect before allowing them to testify

against the accused. Yet, McLachlin C.J.C. found that the detective's conduct fell within the

acceptable range of police discretion.66 She stressed that, in 1995, "awareness ofthe danger

ofwrongful convictions was less acute than it is today.'"'7 Thus, the majority concluded that

the detective met the standard of a reasonable officer in the circumstances.

This highly deferential standard, and the wide latitude afforded to police discretion, raise

questions as to the ultimate utility of the tort of negligent investigation. If the lower courts

follow the Supreme Court's lead, plaintiffs will only be successful in the most obvious cases

ofpolice negligence. Further, given the importance of loyalty and mutual support within the

profession,6* there is reason to be skeptical whether police will be willing to testify that a

fellow officer's conduct fell below the standard of care. As a result, it is doubtful that

negligent investigation will be the vehicle of justice for the wrongly convicted that the

majority professed it to be.

This renews the debate about whether the tort system, in general, is the best way to effect

compensation for wrongful conviction.6' Civil litigation is notoriously slow, expensive and

uncertain.70 Further, it seems cruel irony that a person who has spent months or even years

trying to clear his name in the criminal courts should now be forced to seek compensation

in the civil courts. Given the documented psychological trauma that accompanies wrongful

Ibid, at para. 83.

Ibid, ul para. 88.

Ibid.

See Jerome II. Skolniek. "Corruption and the Illuc Code of Silence" (2002) .1 I'olice Practice and

Research 7.

See H. Archibald Kaiser, "Wrongful Conviction and Imprisonment: Towards an End to the

Compensatory Obstacle Course" (1989) 9 Windsor Y.B. Access Just. 96.

See Peter Cane. Atiyah 's Accidents. Compensation and the £<;»■. 7th ed. (Cambridge. U.K.: Cambridge

University Press. 2006).
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conviction,7' it is unlikely that many eligible persons will have the strength or desire to

pursue a civil remedy. Moreover, compensation would still depend on the plainti ffbeing able

to establish police negligence and show that such negligence caused the wrongful conviction

- two hurdles which may well be difficult to overcome. Thus, most persons who are wrongly

convicted will still rely on the system of ex gratia payments that has been the main source

of compensation in Canada to date.72

Instead, the new tort of negligent investigation seems ofgreatest utility to those who have

been acquitted or had their charges dropped at some time prior to conviction, who still have

the financial and psychological resources to pursue a civil claim. Since these suspects were

not convicted, they have not suffered a "miscarriage ofjustice" in the sense that we normally

associate with wrongful conviction, and they do not have access to the extraordinary

Criminal Code provisions relating to wrongful conviction.73 Still, they have suffered the

economic and emotional harms ofa criminal trial, and may wish to seek compensation ifthey

discover that those harms could have been avoided by a more adequate police investigation.

On this front, however, the dissenting justices were concerned that the new tort of

negligent investigation might be over-inclusive. Justice Charron warned that a finding of

"not guilty" in a criminal trial does not necessarily mean that the accused was factually

innocent. The accused might have been acquitted due to Charter violations, weaknesses in

the chain ofevidence, or inconsistencies in witness testimony. The onerous requirements of

the Charter and the criminal burden of proof help to protect against wrongful conviction,

under the adage that it is better for ten guilty men to go free than for one innocent man to be

convicted.74 This is justifiable in light of the punishment, stigma, and personal hardship that

accompany criminal conviction. However, as the dissent in Hill pointed out, any accused

who is found not guilty will now be a potential plaintiff in a claim for negligent investigation.

If he can point to substandard conduct by the police, he can make a claim for compensation.

This is in spite of the possibility that he may be factually guilty of the crime. As Charron J.

explained,

in the context of a tort action, we must come to terms with the reality thai the person who committed the

offence may well stand to benefit rather than lose from a bolchcd-up investigation. The true victim in such

cases is not the suspect hut the public at large. Should the successful accused who actually committed the

offence be entitled to use the acquittal brought about by the negligent conduct of police investigators as a

basis to claim compensation?75

Thus, unless the tort of negligent investigation requires plaintiffs to establish their factual

innocence, there is potential for abuse by factually guilty parties. At the same time, if such

a requirement were adopted, there would be a risk that an innocent suspect would be

unsuccessful in his civil action if he could not prove his factual innocence. Justice Charron

Adrian Grounds, "Psychological Consequences of Wrongful Conviction and Imprisonment" (2004)46

Canadian Journal of Criminology and Criminal Justice 165.

Supra note 69 at 106.

Supra note 42, ss. 696.1-696.6.

William Ulackslone. Commentaries on the Law ofEngland, vol. 4 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1769) at

.152.

Hill, supra note I at para. 161 [emphasis in original].
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conceded, "[m]ccling this burden may prove impossible to do."7" The dissenters feared that

these opposing problems could not be avoided without introducing alternative verdicts such

as "factually innocent" or "not proven" into the criminal process, or by injecting the existing

"not guilty" verdict with a meaning that it does not currently hold.77 Either way, this would

have profound ramifications in the criminal law context, which might make us hesitant to

introduce a new tort.

Granted, similar considerations might arise with respect to the existing tort of malicious

prosecution, where a plaintiffneed only establish that the proceedings were terminated in his

favour.7" This includes not only a verdict of not guilty, but also withdrawal of the charge at

any time prior to the verdict. Theoretically, it is possible for a factually guilty party to

recover in malicious prosecution, and thereby benefit from the faulty police or prosecutorial

conduct. Nevertheless, given the additional mental elements of malicious prosecution and

the "hurdles" inherent in that tort, the possibilities of abuse by factually guilty parties are

much slimmer. This reinforces the earlier argument that there may well have been good

reason to restrict claims against police and prosecutors to false imprisonment, malicious

prosecution, and misfeasance in a public office. When police act maliciously, without

reasonable and probable grounds, it is more likely thai the accused in the case was factually

innocent. Thus, the risk of recovery by factually guilty parties is less severe.

These potential problems in the operation ofthe tort ofnegligent investigation suggest that

the tort system is not an ideal forum for complaints about wrongful accusation and

conviction. There is nothing wrong with introducing a new tort, but it is no panacea. At best,

it may provide compensation to those individuals who have the "good" fortune ofidentifying

police negligence as a cause oftheir wrongful accusation, and who are willing to undertake

civil litigation and the problems it entails. But it should not be used as an excuse to forego

a more effective public system of review and compensation for those who have sulTered

public injustice.7'*

VI. Conclusion

The Supreme Court of Canada's decision in /■//// is laudable for introducing negligence

liability against the police when no other Commonwealth jurisdiction has done so. In the

modern welfare stale, where many public servants work with strained budgets and have to

prioritize their tasks, there is no convincing justification to privilege the police by granting

them immunity in negligence. Where police conduct falls below a reasonable standard, and

as a result, a plaintiff suffers the harm of being charged, tried, and perhaps even convicted

of a crime he did not commit, the plainti IT should have a claim for compensation from the

negligent actors. Given that any judgment against the police is likely to be paid by the local

Ibiil. at para. 166.

Sec Ihc comments of Lamer J. in AT. \: (>><//<. 119X51 I S.C.R. XlOat X25.

AWfa, supra mile 26 al 193.

For a summary of the criticisms ofthe review procedures under the Criminal Code, supra note 42. see

Patricia Uraidcn & Joan Urockman. "Remedying Wrongful Convictions Through Applications lo the

Minister of Justice Under Section 690 of the Criminal Code" (1999) 17 Windsor Y.B. Access Just. 3.

Although this review was written prior to the 2002 amendments, several of its criticisms are still

applicable lo the current process.
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police authority under the doctrine ofvicarious liability, the action for negligent investigation

may provide an indirect means of public compensation in circumstances where there is a

general public sentiment that compensation is warranted.

However, while the Supreme Court has introduced this new remedy with much rhetoric

about justice for the wrongly convicted, it has perhaps minimized the utility of the new tort

by adopting a highly deferential standard of care. Moreover, it is unlikely that the wrongly

convicted will take much comfort in the tort of negligent investigation, since civil remedies

require such a substantial investment of time and money for a result that is anything but

certain. The main benefactors of the new tort will not be the wrongly convicted, but those

who are exonerated at some time prior to conviction. Such persons will now have the benefit

ofa lower fault threshold, and will be relieved ofproving the troublesome mental aspects of

claims for malicious prosecution. Thus, perhaps the most significant long-term effect ofHill

will be the declining importance of malicious prosecution in Canada.


